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Problem

⇒ multiple agencies - multiple data formats

⇒ non-unified correction models

⇒ no standards in altimetry

⇒ International Altimeter Service @ IAG
Status

⇒ altimetry groups use their own software

⇒ comparisons between groups is difficult

⇒ different editing and processing

⇒ some groups developed altimetry processing packages

⇒ examples: stackfiles (CSR/OSU), RADS (Delft/NOAA), ADS Central (GFZ Potsdam)

⇒ Agencies: AVISO, PODAAC/JPL, Goddard/NASA
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⇒ Website: http://op.gfz-potsdam.de/ads

⇒ Register for free with fixed IP-address, email-address and name

⇒ Download data or create your own high-level products

⇒ see demonstration